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GTASegmentBl $200 -10%
Conected

without 81 $348 8,376 $41,508 7.7o/o $3,196 $415 $3,611

with 81 $548 9,423 $58,121 7.7o/o $4,475 $581 $5,057

The corrected nominally-levelized values are about 3.4 to 4.7 times the

Enbridge estimate. In real-levelized terms, the total costs would be about

$2,900-$4,100/yrl103m3 of peak-day throughput, or 2.7-3.8 times Enbridge's

nominally-levelized estimate in 2015, and would rise with inflation.

Q: Did Navigant develop higher estimates of avoided distribution costs than

those presented in Enbridge's filing?

A: Yes. In its second workshop for Enbridge, Navigant reported an avoided

distribution cost of $1,165/103m3 savings on the peak day (Exhibit ITl.23,

Attachment 2, at II).3s In its third workshop presentation, Navigant reported

an avoided distribution cost of $1,523l103m3 savings on the peak day

(Exhibit JTl.23, Attachment 3, at 6). These values are about I0o/o and 40%o

higher than the $1,065/103m3 reported by Navigant in Exhibit C, Tab 1,

Schedule 4 andapparently used by Enbridge in screening DSM programs.

2. Union

Q: How did Union estimate its avoided distribution costs?

A: Union did not develop T&D avoided costs based on its own system, but

borrowed the work from Navigant based on Enbridge's system and adapted

them for its use. Specifically, Union took the Enbridge estimates of avoided

distribution costs by load shape, weighted those values by the share of

Union's estimated DSM savings in 2015 for each of the load shapes, and

35Navigant does not appear to have used design-day loads in its analyses'
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derived a distribution adder of 2Yo (Union Exhibit A, Tab l, Appendix D, at

3, footnote 1), which it applied to all DSM.

Q: Is this computation appropriate?

A: No. The avoided distribution costs vary among the load shapes because a

given annual load reduction of heating DSM saves much more gas on the

design peak than the same reduction in base load. Union estimates that

Enbridge's estimate of avoided distribution costs average 4.3% of Enbridge's

estimates of avoided supply costs for space heating and I .3Yo for water

heating and baseload, over 30 years

At the very least, Union should have used Enbridge's percentages or

dollars per cubic metre for each load shape . The 2Yo value was computed by

weighting industrial savings 85.5o/o, water-heating 3.2o/o, and space-heating

only 11.3%. Assuming that savings for some period of time will include

much lower industrial savings, the average avoided distribution adder would

be closer to the space-heating 4.3o/o than to Union's 2olo.

Correcting the enors and understatements in Enbridge's avoided-

distribution estimates would produce an even larger average adder, on the

order of I2Vo to 20Yo. In any case, Union should be using separate $/m3

values for each load shape, rather than an average value or percentage adders.

Q: Has union provided any estimates of avoided distribution costs?

A: Yes. In Exhibit JT2.5, Attachment l, at 75, union provides an estimate

developed in 1998. It is $30.641m3 ofdesign-hour load, or about $1.53/m3 of
design-day load. Including inflation to 2015, this value would be

$2,153/103m3 of design-day load, about twice the value that Enbridge used in

this proceeding. The results of the older Union study would bring the avoided
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distribution cost to about $0.024lm3 of space-heat load saved, or about 11olo

of Union's estimate of avoided supply costs.

E. UtiW Refusal to Allow Review of Avoided Cost

Q: Have the Companies provided adequate documentation of the avoided

cost analysis?

A: No. Neither of the Companies provided the documentation (including inputs,

calculations and worþapers) necessary to allow full independent review of

their avoided costs.

Q: lilhy is access to this documentation essential to review?

A: When data, calculations, model inputs and outputs, and electronic

spreadsheets are provided, intervenors are able to check the utility's

calculations for errors or omissions, weigh in on the judgments on which

experts may reasonably disagree, conltrm their understanding of

methodologies, and gauge the effect of altemative inputs and assumptions on

the results. Without this information, avoided cost numbers cannot be

evaluated or independently verified. As can be seen from the discussion

above of the distribution component of avoidable costs and the numerous

effors I was able to identiff with only limited access to information, such

errors or controversial methodological choices are not unusual and not

insignificant.
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2r I. Enbridge

22 Q: What is the basis for the Enbridge's refusal to provide adequate

23 documentation of its avoided costs?

24 A: Enbridge provides a number of reasons, but its underlying position is that the

25 DSM planning process in Ontario permits it to select the avoided costs
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lnflet¡on Factor
Discount Rate

2015 Avoided Gosts

Annual savings

75,000,000

Value / m3

s 3.00

5

S225 million

54.5 million

S27 mill¡on

$+s m¡llion

Union B.T8.GEC.44 Excel Attachment 1

*

2%is

L2%is

2O%is

Gommercial lndustrialResidential
Baseload (m3) Weather SensitiveBaseload (m3) Weather Sensitive Baseload (m3) Weather Sensitive

Rate NPVRate NPV Rate NPV Rate NPV Rate NPVRate NPV
1

2
3

4
5

6
7

I
9

10
11

12
13

14
15

17

18
19
20
21

22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

0.20537
0.201't4
0.19798
0.20911

0.23358
0.25222
0.25053
0.25350
0.27122
0.26063
0.27639
0.27819
0.30065
0.30380
0.32682

0.35540
0.36501
0.37998
0.39096
0.40225
0.41388
0.42585
0.43817
0.45086
0.46392
0.47736
0.49120

0.20537
0.39878
0.58182
0.76772
0.96739
117470
1.37270
1.56534
1.76351

1.94663
2.13334
2.31405
2.50184
2.68429
2.87302

3.41016
3.58559
3.75884
3.93226
4.10383
4.27356
4.44148
4.60762
4.77198
4.93460
5.09s50
5.25468
5.41219

0.32964
0.33482 3.23482
0.34154

0.20537
0.201't4
0.19798
0.20911
0.23358
0.25222
0.25053
0.25350
0.27',t22

0.26063
0.27639
0.27819
0.30065
0.30380
o.32682

1.97270
't.56534

1.7635r
1.94663
2.13334
2.31405
2.50184
2.68429
2.87302

0.32964
0.33482 3.23482
0.34154 3.41016
0.35540 3.58559
0.36501 3.75884
0.37998 3.93226
0.39096 4.10383
0A0225 4.27356
0.41388 4.44148
0.42585 4.60762
0.43817 4.77198
0.45086 4.93460
0.46392 5.09550
0.47736 5.25468
0.49120 5.41219

0.19684
0.19620
0.20730
0.23174
0.25035
0.24863
o.25157
0.26925
0.25862
0.27435
0.27612
0.29855
0.30166
0.32465
o.32743
o.33257
0.33925
0.35307
0.36264
0.37758
0.38851

0.39977
0.41135
0.42328

0.21378
o.4o3o4
0.58444
o.76873
0.96682
1.17259
1.36908
1.56025
1.75699
1.93870
2.12404
2.30340
2.48987
2.67104
2.85851

3.21788
3.39205
3.56633
3.73846
3.91078
4.08127
4.24996
4.41685
4.58198
4.74537
4.90703
5.06699
5.22526
5.38187

0.22071
0.20449
o.20266
0.21387
0.23841
0.25714
0.25553
0.25859
0.27639
0.26588
o.28173
0.28363
0.30618
0.30941
0.33253
0.33545
o.34072
0.34755
0.36150
0.37122
0.38630
0.39738
0.40878
0.42052
0.43260
0.44503
0.45783
0.47'101
0.48457
0.49853

2.

1.411

2.371

1

1.81

'l

2.1

4.871
4.

5.s2153
5.36'1

3.30904
3.48746
3.66591
3.84210
4.01840
4.19278
4.36527

0.22071
0.41734
0.60471
0.79484
0.99864
1.20999

0.21378
0.19684
0.19620
0.20730
0.23174
0.25035
0.24863
0.25157
0.26925
0.25862
0.27435
0.27612
0.29855
0.30166
0.32465

0.21378
0.40304
0.584¡14

0.76873
0.96682
1.',t7259

1.36908

1.56025
1.75699

1.93870

2j2404
2.30340
2.48987
2.67104
2.8s85'l

o.32743
0.33257 3.21788
0.33925 3.39205
0.35307 3.56633
0.36264 3.73846
0.37758 3.91078
0.38851 4.08127
0.39977 4.24996
0.41 1 35 4.41685
0.42328 4.58198
0.43556 4.74537
0A4820 4.90703
0.46121 5.06699
0.47461 5.22526
0.48840 5.38187

0.20449
0.20266
0.21387
0.23841
0.25714
0.25553
0.25859
0.27639
0.26588
0.28173
0.28363
0.30618
0.30941
0.33253
0.33545
0.34072
0.34755
0.36150
0.37122
0.38630
0.39738
0.40878
0.42052
0.43260
0.44503
0.45783
0.47101
0.48457
0-49853

2.

5.52153
5.361

0.41
0.60471
0.

4.871

,|

1

1

1

1

2

2

.41194

.60844

.81040

.99720

.1 8753

3.66591
3.84210
4.01840
4.19278
4.36527
4.
4.

Gas Avoided Costs
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1 8.0 Avoided Costs

Avoided costs represent the benefits in TRC calculations (i.e. the benefits of not having to

provide an extra unit of supply of natural gas, electricity, water, heating fuel oil and/or propane)

and are thus integral to Program screening.

6 Since 2007, Union and Enbridge have used the same methodology in calculating avoided gas

7 costs. In late 2014, Union contracted ICF International to review Union,s use of this

8 methodology. The ICF International report, "Evaluation of Union Gas Avoided Costs,,, can be

9 found at Exhibit A, Tab 2, Appendix C. The purpose of this review was to ensure that the

10 methodology remains an accurate reflection of Union's franchise areaandgas supply

LL management policies and practices.

The review concluded that Union's use of this methodology is reasonable and appropriate. ICF,s

report provides four refinements to the methodology:

1. Account for avoided fuer losses across union,s system

2. Account for avoided storage costs

3. Incorporate a long term gas commodity price forecast when forecasting

avoided cost estimates beyond the initial modeling period

4. Account for avoided, deferred or delayed infrastructure (T&D) costs

t2
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Unìon Gas - Assessment of Avoided Costs, 2014

Economics 1nc.,2013). Avoided localdistribution system infrastructure costs are achieved when

reduced naturai gas óemand enables delays in the timing of new projects, or reductions in the

size of these prõjects. The avoided transmission and distribution costs vary by utility service

territory, but are-typically driven by the level of gas demand in the winter heating season

(NationalAction Plan for Energy Efficiency, 2008).

2.2.4 Market Price Suppression Effects {DRIFE)

Market price suppression effects represent a potential decrease in natural gas prices resulting

from effi.ciency programs reducing the total demand for natural gas. Also know¡ as the Demand-

Reduction-lnduceO Prlce Effect (DRIPE), this is a measure of the value of efficiency measures

in terms of the reductions in the wholesale market prices of gas seen by all customers (Synapse

Energy Economics lnc., 2013). A reduction in the quantity of gas used in one region will reduce

the Ñ'erall demand for gas and therefore redu ,e the market price for gas supply in all regions_

supplied by the same natural gas producers. DRIPE will have little impact on the market price of

en'eigy, Uút very small impaCts on market prices can result in large absolute dollar amounts

when applied to all energy being purchased in the market.

DRIPE can be more significant in isolated markets, as it depends on the supply and demand

situation of a specific region, and supply-constrained regions are more vulnerable to spikes in

natural gas prices. For éxample in a region like New England, where natural gas shortages

drive up prices during the winter, DRIPE impacts would be important to quantify.

2.2.5 Non-Energy Benefits

Conservation measures often have additional benefits beyond energy savings, potentially

including improved comfort, health, convenience, aesthetics (National Actio¡ Plan for Energy

Efficienõy, 2OOB) and carbon emission reductions. The appropriateness of inclusion of non-

energy óenefits'in the avoided costs typically would be based on policy decisions at the

provincial level.

2.2.6 Differentiated Customer Costs

While not a type of avoided cost on its own, it is important to note how the other cost categories

are typically'broken down to account for different customer types. Costs are typically

estabÍished êeparately for residential, commercial, and industrial customers, since these sectors

can have different loäd profiles. Avoided costs can also be calculated separately for different

types of natural gas end-uses, as the load profiles for different types of equipment can also vary

siönif¡cantly. Enã-uses will typically be grouped according to whether their.gas demand is

re-tatively c-onstant through-oút the year (eg. non-heating loads) or if demand changes through-

out the year (eg. heating loads).

2.2.7 Seasonal Price Adjustments

As mentioned in several of the preceding sections, seasonal variations in natural gas use have

a large impact on delivered gas costs. ln northern regions where gas is used as a heating fuel,

gas ãistributors need to havè supply plans in place to meet the significant demand increases of

Ihis w¡nter peak demand. This uneven demand results in uneven capacity and distribution costs,

based on each individual gas distributor's supply arrangements. The variation in gas demand

throughout a year can be represented by a load curve.

4
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Mlnlstry of Encrgy

Office of he Minisler

4h Fbor, Hearst Block
900 Bay Street
Toronto ON M7A 2El
Tel.: 416-327-6758
Fax:- 416?27-6754

M¡n¡stÒfe de l'Êncrgle

Bureau du m¡niste

4" étage, édilice Hearsl
900, rue Bay
Toronto ON M7A 2El
Té1.: 416327-6758
Téléc. :4f6327-6754

FEB - ¿ 2015

Ms Rosemar¡e T. Leclair
Chair & Chief Executive Officer
Ontario Energy Board
PO Box 2319
2300 Yonge Street
Toronto ON M4P 1E4

Dear Ms Leclair:

Re: Natural Gas Demand side Management (DsM) Framework

I am pleased that the Onta
Framework (2015-2020) in
Conservation is the cleane
consumers a way to reduce their energy bills wh¡le contributing to a sustainable future.

I am particularly pleased that natural gas distributors will be expected to ensure that
DSM is cons¡dered in infrastructure planning at the regional an'd local levels,
consistent with the government's March 26,201+ Directive to the oEB, and that a
15 per cent non-energy benefit adder will be applied to the benefit sids of the Total
Resource Cost Test in recognition of the environmental, econom¡c and social benefits
of DSM.

I note that as part of the expectation that natural gas distributors consider DSM in
infrastructure planning, each distributor will be studying the potent¡alio¡e of DSM in
reducing or deferring infrastructure investments in ti¡tuTe syétem planning efforts.
I expect that the natural gas d¡str¡butors will work with stalênoUers, indùding
environmental organizations, to help inform the approach for these studies. I
understand that they plan to initiate this work in mé near future ano complete the
studies as soon as possible and no later than in tirne to inform the mid-térm review of
the DSM Framework.

The March 26,2014 directive also
gas etficiency in Ontario be condu

may be used to screen prospect¡ve DSM

.../cont'd
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I look forward to the OEB's continued support in implementing the government's

Conservation First policy.

Sincerely,

Bob Chiarelli
Minister



Table 3: Benefits that Put
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I)ownward Pressure on Rates

EB-2015-0029

EB-2015-0049
Exh L.GEC.1

Corrected August t2, 2015

tt 
Assumes an average measure life of 16 years. All values in 2015 Canadian dollars (CDN).tt 
This is NPV of benefits per annual m3 saved multiplied by the average incrementai 

"nnral 
m3 savings forecast

for the 2oL6-2020 period by Enbridge (74.4 million m3) and union (75.1 million m3).
38 

Enbridge's average annual budget is 572.3 million; Union's is 557.4 million (both in 2015 dollars).3e Valued at Mr' Chernick's estimate of avoided costs of carbon emission regulations. As noted above, Mr.
Chernick suggests such values would start at approximately S2o (2014 UsD) per ton of Co2 or $1.1g USD per
MBtu of natural gas in the first year of a regulatory scheme. The values per m' of reduction are the same for
both Enbridge and Union as the market clearing price unit of emissions is likely to be a provincial price.
a0 Mr. Chern¡ck estimates that a 1 billion m3 reJuction in annual gas demand would produce a 50.00027
reduction in price per mt. over the 2oL6-2o2o period, I assume that average annual gas sales in ontario will be
approximately 27 billion m'. Thus, the price reduction benefit to Ontario gas users from a 1 billion m3 reduction
in gas demand would be worth approximately Sz.z million. That equates to a benefit of approximately S0.oo72
for one year's worth of a single m3 of demand reduction_. That, in turn translates to a beneiit of approximately
S0'0S3 for 16 years (the average measure life) of one m3 of demand reduction. The magnitude of this benefit is
assumed to be the same (per m3 of savings) for both utilities.
a1 

For Enbridge, Mr. Chernick estimates that this benefit is equal to approximately 50.013 per mt of space
heating gas saved per year and 50,011 per mt of combined space heating and water heating energy saved per
year; there are essentially no such savings from baseload measures (industrial and water hãating). For Union, I

used the average of the differences Mr. Chernick reports for 2015 and 2016 (Chernick p. 2g): 50.015 for
baseload and S0'otz for space heating measures. Data on the mix of end use gas saved in the utilities, proposed
plans were not included in their filing. Thus, I have assumed that the mix (in percentage terms) will be the same
as in 2014 for Enbridge and the same as in 2014 for Union excluding the T2/Rate 100 savings. To the extent that
the utilities will get more of their savings in future years from space heating these estimated benefits will be
conservatively low."
ot 

Enbridge used estimates of avoided distribution system costs developed for the Company by Navigant
Consulting (Exh. cÆ1/s4)' The magnitude of those avoided costs varied by a factor of 4, depending on whether
the savings were from space heating or from baseload measure end uses like water heating or industrial process
efficiency improvements (See Navigant Table 7). Mr. Chernick has found that Enbr¡dge's avoided distribution
costs are actually three to five times higher than Navigant estimated for the Company. I have used the mid-point
(factor of four) of that range. ln this case, I estimated the lifetime Npv of an annual savings of an m3 using a
nominal discount rate (Ì'e. the 4% real discount rate adjusted for an assumed annual inflation rate of t.6g%)
because Navigant estimates were expressed in constant nominal dollars. A weighted average value for the
entire Enbridge portfolio was estimated based on the Company's 2014 distribution of savints by end use. Absent
better information, the values for union were assumed to be the same as for Enbridge per end use. However,
because Union's savings are assumed to be more baseload heavy and less space heating focused, the weíghted
average value per m3 is estimated to be lower for Union.

l8

1 Avoided carbon regulation costs3s

2 Price suppression effectsao

3 Reduce purchase of most expensive gasal

4 Avoided distribution system costsa2

Total

So.se

$o.os

s0.10

So.gs

Sr.s¡

$o.gs

So.os

$o.ra

s0.24

$r.4e

s73.2

5a.z

57.z

s28.1

5tt4.7

S73.s

Ss.g

S13.3

Sls.2

$u1.7

L07%

9o/o

LÙo/o

39%

158%

L29%

LLYo

23%

32o/o

t95%
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TransCanada, Customers Squabble Over Costs of
Mainline Conversion

Gordon Jaremko

July 31,2015

TransCanada Corp. is digging in for a fight with its natural gas oustomers, calling their protest against costs

that they blame on its Energy East plan to switch part of its Mainline into oil service a "patent and extreme"

attack on its ability to manage the system.

The pipeline said the gas shþers created their own problem -- up to C$600 million (US$480 million) in costs

of maintaining service after the conversion - by failing to book enough delivery capacity to satisff their

needs during the planning stage of the project.

The pipeline company insists the gas grievance belongs in the law courts beoause the arena chosen by the

protóstirs, the National Energy Board OIEB), has no authority to intervene against commercial contracts that

impose the extra costs.

j In a lengthy reply to the complaint lodged with the NEB by Enbridge Gas Distribution Inc. and Union Gas

Ltd. (Spectra), TransCanada on Wednesday urged the board just to dismiss the affair as beyond its limited

jurisdiction over pipeline tariffs and tolls.

The Ontario and Quebec energy ministries support the complaint (see Daily GPI, }ulv 24\. Enbridge and

Union are Canada's largest gas distributors, with a combined total of 3.4 million customers in the Toronto

region and southern and eastern Ontario. Their networks and the Mainline tie Quebec into the continental

market spanning Canada and the United States.

Along with the Ontario and Quebec governments, Enbridge and Union enlisted support by GazMetro in

Quebec, Centra Gas in Manitoba, Utilities Kingston in eastern Ontario, Northland Power in Toronto, the

Canadian Industrial Gas Users Association, fabric and building materials manufacturers Morbern Inc. and Iko

Industries Ltd., Ontario Power Generation, TransAlta Corp., and three customers of TransCanada gas export

services in the U.S.: New York State Electric and Gas Co., St. Lawrence Gas Co. and Alberta Northeast Gas, a

supply procurement agency of distribution companies in New England, New York and New Jersey.

Energy East ranks high on the economic agenda of the national Conservative government in Ottawa as a path

to widening Canada's oil exports beyond the United States, as well as on offrcial wish lists in the western

oil-producing provinces and the Atlantic region.

Enbridge and Union said, "Gas shippers should not be required to backstop the enormous development costs

of these facilities." They cite repeated promises by TransCanada to replace all gas delivery capacity lost due

./ to th" partial Mainline switch to oarry l'1 million b/d of oil.

Forecast costs add up to C$13.5 billion (US$12 billion): C$12 billion (US$10.7 billion) for the pipeline

of2 8/312015 3:58 PM
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conversion and an extension to an East Coast tanker port, plus C$l.5 billion (US$I.2 billion) to build a new
gas Eastern Mainline for Ontario and euebec.

Transcanada said the gas portion of the scheme was based on the market for
firm service bookings.

pipeline capacity as shown by

During planning stages of Energy East, the pipeline said gas shippers' responses to contract offers during
capacþ open seasons showed their losses from the oil conversion would only be about 215 MMcf/d.

Demand has since risen to nearly 550 MMcf/d. The contested costs are for developing "incremental,,
expansion facilities not covered by the Energy East guarantee to replace lost gas capacity, TransCanada said.
Much of the new trafftc would be imports of U.S. shale production into Ontaiio and euebec.

In rejecting the gas customers' grievance, TransCanada insists it is not in a business of maintaining excess
delivery capacity in case they might want it at some future time.

"The Mainline is a contract carrier," TransCanada said. "It is not obliged to transport volumes for which no
contracts have been signed, nor is it obliged to retain capacity that is uncontracted.

"It is also to be remembered that shþers on the Mainline, including Enbridge and Union, have not through
payment of Mainline tolls acquired any right to Mainline capacity for which they choose not to contract.
TransCanada is free to seek to repurpose facilities that provided uncontracted capacþ"

After collecting another round of replies to each other by the participants in August, the NEB said it will
determine whether to hold hearings and make a decision on the dispute. Effects on the Energy East and
Eastern Mainline plans remain unknown. The board has not yet accepted the project applications as complete,
a step that will trigger a legislated l5-month deadrine for approval decisions.

2 of2
8/3/2015 3:58 PM
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Scope: Sectors and Emissions

Sectors Covered
. An economy-wide approach ensures the

maximum environmental benefit and

supports market stability
. Quebec and California started with

electricity and industry and expanded to
cover heating and transportation fuels in
20L5

' An Ontario program is proposed to cover:
. Large emitters (>25,000 t): industry,

institutions, waste ma nagement, utilities

' Electricity generators and importers
. Liquid petroleum fuel distributors and

importers
. Natural gas distributors

Combustion Emissions
. Emissions from burning fuel for heating or

industrial furnaces
Process emissions
. Emissions from chemical or physical reactions

as part of production
. California and Quebec cover both combustion

and process emissions.
. Alberta covers only combustion emissions.

An Ontario program is proposed to cover

both types of emissions to create and

maintain an incentive to reduce emissions

from all sources

a

4 Draft for Discussion



Attachment

Cap Stringency and Rate of Decline

a An economy-wide cap decline
between 2-3o/o per year could put
Ontario o'n track to meet its 2020
emissions target (exact figures to
be confirmed)

Caps in Quebec and California
programs decline at more than
3% per year

Other climate critical elements
included in Ontario's Climate
Change Strategy will also support
achievement of provincia I tar.gets

a

o

lllustrative Cap and Rate of Decline

Mostly Free of Charge

Auction

Auction
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f Trensp Fuel

I Etectricity

****p¡sv. Total (wÉthout caps)

20Lt 2012 2tL3 20¡t4

I Large Emfüers

f Nat Gas

llEustrative Cap

5 Draft for Discussion



M.GEC.IGUA.1 Attachment 1

Proposed Key Ti'mel¡nes

Spring/Summer 20X.5:

. Consultations on program design, focussing on allowance allocations methods and

common understanding of any competitiveness implications

Fall 2015:
. Regulatory proposal posted on the Environmental Registry for comments

Summer 2Ot6.

Final regulation posted on the Environ'mental Registry

10 Draft for Discussion
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Page 4 CA-QC Joint Auction Summary Results Report
May 28,2015

Qualified Bid Summary Statistics

All Qualified B¡d Summary Statistics are determined in USD including all bids submitted
in USD and CAD. The CAD equivalent of the USD Qualified Bid Summary Statistics is
based on the Auction Exchange Rate. USD statistics are converted ¡nto CRD in whole
cents to be able to compare statistics on a common basis.

Minim Price 't2 0 4.78 2.10 14.78

Median Price 12.50 1s.27 $14.52 17.73

C¿lllornle Enüir0nment¡l PrflÊctiDfl A!Ëfiûv

9EAII Fe¡ourcsr Bosrd q¡ébecËä
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Ontario NEWS
Ministry of the Environment and Glimate Change

Ontario Names Board Members to Western Climate lnitiative
Province Moving Forward On Cap and Trade Sysfem

August 5, 2015 1:00 P.M.

Ontario is moving closer to becoming part of North America's largest carbon market by naming

two members to the board of the Western Climate lnitiative, lnc., a non-profit, corporation that

helps provinces and states deliver cap and trade programs

Two assistant deputy ministers from the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change-Rob

Fleming and Jim Whitestone-are the new members.

Naming these directors signals Ontario's intent to use the Western Climate lnitiative's services

and trading infrastructure, including its platform for auctioning emissions allowances and a

system for tracking emissions allowances, for Ontario's cap and trade program.

A strong, effective cap and trade program will help ensure Ontario curbs greenhouse gas

pollution while rewarding innovative companies, providing certainty for industries and creating

more opportunities for investment in Ontario.

Fighting climate change while keeping industries competitive is part of the government's plan to

build Ontario up. The four part plan includes investing in people's talents and skills, making the

largest investment in public infrastructure in Ontario's history, creating a dynamic, innovative

environment where business thrives and building a secure retirement savings plan.

QUICK FACTS

Ontario intends to link its cap and trade program with Quebec and California, two other
member jurisdictions of Western Climate lnitiative.
Cap and trade effectively reduces the amount of greenhouse gas pollution going into the
atmosphere by setting a limit on emissions. The "cap" sets a maximum limit on the
amount of greenhouse gas pollution that can be emitted by facilities included in the
program. Over time, the cap is lowered, reducing greenhouse gas pollution.
The "trade" creates a market for pollution credits where facilities that do not use alltheir
credits can sell or trade with those that are over their limit.
The Western Climate lnitiative, lnc., was established in 2011 to provide administrative
and technical support for member states and provinces setting up cap and trade
pro9rams.

a

a

a
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According to the Conference Board of Canada, each 9100 miltion invested in Ontario's
climate-related technologies is estimated to generate a gain of $137 million in GDp, g25
million in tax revenue and 1,400 new jobs.

LEARN MORE

a

Lucas Malinowskl Ministe/s Office
lucas.malinowski@ontario.ca
(416)212-7307
Kate Jordan Communications Branch
kate.jord an@ontario. ca
(416) 314-6666

Available Online
Dísponlble en Francais


